Kalea Line

For straight staircases
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Kalea Line

Reliable and affordably priced
The Kalea Line is specifically designed for straight
stairs. In the design phase of this stairlift, the
primary focus was not only put on safety, but
also on reliability. Therefore, only high-quality
materials are used, which gives the stairlift a
long lifespan.

Benefits of the Kalea Line
• Strong and trustworthy
• Affordably priced
• Comfortable and safe to use
• Slim design

Every Kalea Line is custom made, and therefore
always fits your stairs. Another important aspect is
its user-friendliness. The chair is light and easily
foldable and the seating and backrest are equipped
with comfortable upholstery.

Slim design and
completely foldable
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High quality upholstery for
extra comfortable seating
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Kalea Line

Compact and safe
The slim design of the Kalea Line is to ensure you
have a lot of space left on your stairs. The stairs are
therefore safe to use, for yourself and also other
users. The chair effortlessly turns away from the
stairway at the top of the stairs, this ensures safe
and easy getting on and off.
The Kalea Line is equipped with an integrated
technical diagnostic system. The ICS-display in the
arm rest gives you direct insight into the stairlift’s
status. The chair will also automatically and
steadily come to a standstill in the case of an
obstacle on the stairs. You’ll clearly see on the
display where the obstacle is located, so that you
can easily remove it. Furthermore, the stairlift is
equipped with a key system which you can use to
lock the stairlift. You can get the chair to you from
any point of the rail by using the remote.
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Kalea Line

Intuitive and easy to use
The Kalea Line is very easy to use. After the
installation, the technician will give you a calm,
clear and thorough explanation.

Step 5

Step 1

With the wireless remote
control, you can easily move
the stairlift towards you.
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Step 4

Step 2

The seat and arm rests are
lightweight and easy to unfold.

Step 3

You sit down on the
comfortable seat.

Move the joystick on the armrest in the
direction you want to go to. The chair
will get in motion smoothly.

The chair will quietly continue
its path up the stairs and
stop automatically.

Step 6

The seat will simply turn at the
top of the stairs so you could
step off safely.
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Kalea Line

Intuitive and easy to use

Battery system

Thanks to the smart battery
system, the stairlift can also be used
in the event of a power failure.
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Compact

The chair is completely foldable.
When folding the seat, the footrest
will automatically come along.
(Optional)

Simple

The safety belt is easy to
use and can be operated
with one hand.

Safe

The chair automatically turns 90
degrees at the top of the stairs,
for safe entry and exit.
(Optional)

Automatic stop

The stairlift will automatically
and steadily come to a standstill
if it senses any type of resistance.

Convenient

The rail is equipped with
a continuous loading strip,
allowing you to park the chair
at any point on the rail.
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Arrange an Assessment
for an Kalea

We have already provided a lot of information about our
unique stairlifts. But what will be the cost of your Kalea?
Unfortunately as every staircase is different, and you have
your own preferences and wishes, we cannot give a simple
answer to this question without assessing your staircase
and individual needs in person.
Free and non-binding staircase evaluation
Our experienced advisers will be happy to visit you to give
personal advice. Of course this is done free of charge and
entirely voluntarily. Our adviser will evaluate your staircase
and listen well to your individual wishes and preferences.
He will give you transparent advice about which Kalea best
fits you and along which side of the stairs it could best be
installed.
At that moment, for us it is possible to determine the
actual price of your Kalea.
Of course we hope that you will consider us when taking
your next step: a non-binding staircase assessment!
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